NESTLÉ CANADA INC., STARBUCKS® AT- HOME NATIONAL COFFEE DAY PROMOTION 2
OFFICIAL RULES
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY TO ENTER, WIN OR CLAIM THE PRIZE. A PURCHASE OR
PAYMENT WILL NOT INCREASE AN ENTRANT’S CHANCES OF WINNING.
OPEN ONLY TO LEGAL RESIDENTS OF CANADA WHO ARE AT LEAST THE AGE OF MAJORITY
IN THE JURISDICTION OF RESIDENCE AT THE TIME OF ENTRY.
VOID WHERE PROHIBITED OR RESTRICTED BY LAW.
The Nestlé Canada Inc., STARBUCKS® At- Home National Coffee Day Promotion 2 (“Promotion”) is
sponsored by Nestlé Canada Inc., 25 Sheppard Ave W, floor 22, North York ON, M2N 6S8 (“Sponsor”),
and is administered by Prize Logic, LLC, 25200 Telegraph Road, Suite 405, Southfield, MI 48033, USA
(“Administrator”).
1. PROMOTION TIMING: The Promotion begins on August 30, 2019 at 12:00 PM (noon) Eastern Time
(“ET”) and ends on October 6, 2019 at 11:59:59 PM ET (“Promotion Period”). The Administrator’s
computer is the Promotions’ official clock.
2. ELIGIBILITY: The Promotion is offered only to legal residents of Canada who are at least the age of
majority in the jurisdiction of residence at the time of entry. Employees, officers, directors,
representatives, and agents of Sponsor, Administrator, and each of their respective parent
companies, subsidiaries, affiliates, advertising and promotion agencies (collectively, “Promotion
Entities”) and each of their immediate family members (e.g., spouse, parent, child, sibling, and their
respective spouses and the “steps” of each, regardless of where they reside) and persons living in
the same household of each, whether or not related, are not eligible to enter or win. All applicable
federal, provincial, territorial, and local laws and regulations apply. Void where prohibited or restricted
by law. Participation constitutes entrant’s full and unconditional agreement to these Official Rules and
Sponsor and Administrator’s decisions, which are final and binding in all matters related to the
Promotion, subject to the jurisdiction of the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux, where
applicable. Winning a prize is contingent upon fulfilling all requirements set forth herein. An entrant
must meet the eligibility requirements set out in these Official Rules from the time of entry until the
time he/she is confirmed a winner (if he/she becomes a winner).
All entries become the sole and exclusive property of the Sponsor and receipt of entries will not be
acknowledged or returned. For purposes of the Promotion, an entrant’s residential address and email address will be the physical address and e-mail address submitted at the time of entry. Entrants
will not be allowed to change their physical address or e-mail address.
3. HOW TO ENTER THE PROMOTION: There are two (2) ways to enter the Promotion:
A. Purchase Method of Entry: During the Promotion Period, an eligible entrant must purchase,
one (1) of the qualifying STARBUCKS® ground /whole bean packaged coffee (255-793g),
STARBUCKS® K-Cup® packs (10 count or 24 count) or STARBUCKS® VIA Instant and VIA
Instant lattes (5-8count) (each a “Qualifying Purchase”) from any Canadian in-store or online
retailer, Excludes purchases made at STARBUCKS® cafés. For a list of Qualifying Purchase
items, see Appendix at the end of these Official Rules. Purchase must be made during the
Promotion Period. The entrant must then visit myStarbucksweekend.com/costarica
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(“Website”), which will redirect to the hosted site to confirm he/she is the age of majority in
his/her jurisdiction of residence and select his/her Province/Territory. The entrant will then be
asked to complete and submit the registration form including, but not limited to: his/her
complete first and last name (no initials), valid street address (no P.O. Boxes will be allowed),
city, province/territory, and postal code. Upon the successful submission of the registration
information, an entrant will then be able to upload a photograph of his/her original register
receipt showing the Qualifying Purchase. It is recommended that entrants first print his/her
complete name on the original register receipt, sign and date the receipt, and circle the
Qualifying Purchase on the receipt before uploading the receipt. The file must be in .JPEG,
.JPG, .GIF, .PNG, or .PDF format and may not exceed 8 MB. Receipts must be submitted by
11:59:59 PM ET on October 6, 2019 to be valid. A receipt may only be used one (1) time for
purposes of entering this Promotion. If the same receipt is entered multiple times by the same
person or multiple people it will not be eligible and Sponsor may disqualify the entrant(s) in its
sole discretion. It is strongly recommended that entrants maintain the original or photocopy
for themselves. Entrants should not give the receipt to any store employee. Entrants will
receive one (1) entry into the Promotion after completing the registration and uploading a valid
receipt. There is a limit of one (1) entry per day regardless of the number of products found
on any one receipt.
IMPORTANT: DATA RATES MAY APPLY IF AN ENTRANT ENTERS THIS PROMOTION
ON HIS/HER MOBILE DEVICE. NOT ALL MOBILE TELEPHONE/WIRELESS PROVIDERS
CARRY THE SERVICE NECESSARY TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS PROMOTION.
ENTRANTS SHOULD CONSULT THEIR WIRELESS PROVIDER'S PRICING PLANS.
MOBILE ENTRY IS NOT REQUIRED TO ENTER OR WIN A PRIZE IN THIS PROMOTION.
B. Mail-in Free Method of Entry: To enter the Promotion without making a purchase, an eligible
entrant may hand-write his/her complete first and last name (no initials), valid e-mail address,
valid street address (P.O. Boxes not accepted), city, province/territory, postal code, telephone
number, and date of birth (MM/DD/YYYY) on a 3½”x5” card (“Mail-In Entry”) and mail it with
sufficient postage to: The Nestlé Canada Inc., STARBUCKS® At- Home National Coffee Day
Promotion 2, PO Box 24070, Windsor, ON N8Y4Y9. Entrants who submit a Mail-In Entry will
receive one (1) entry into the Promotion. All Mail-In Entries must be postmarked no later than
October 6, 2019 and received on or before October 15, 2019, in order to be eligible.
Mail-In Entries must be legibly hand-written by entrant. Mechanical reproductions, postagedue, Mail-In Entries mailed in an envelope or sent in excess of the entry limits set forth below
will not be accepted. Mail-In Entries received without a verifiable and legible return address
will be deemed incomplete and not valid entries.
Regardless of the method used to enter the Promotion, an entrant is limited to receiving up to one (1)
entry into the Promotion per day. For the purposes of this Promotion, a “day” is defined as beginning
at 12:00 AM ET and ending at 11:59:59 PM ET, except for August 30, 2019, on which a “day” is
defined as beginning at 12:00 PM ET and ending at 11:59:59 PM ET. If more than one (1) entry is
received from the same person, telephone number and/or e-mail address during a day, the entries
may, at the Sponsor’s sole discretion, be disqualified.
4. RANDOM DRAWING: On or about October 18, 2019, Administrator will randomly select one (1)
potential grand prize winner from among all eligible entries received during the Promotion Period.
The winner is deemed to be a potential winner, pending verification of the entrant’s eligibility and
compliance with these Official Rules as determined by Sponsor or Administrator, at their sole and
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absolute discretion. The winner will be required to correctly answer a timed mathematical skill-testing
question as further described in Section 6 before being declared a potential winner.
5. PRIZE, APPROXIMATE RETAIL VALUE (“ARV”), AND ODDS OF WINNING:
A. Grand Prize (1): The grand prize winner will receive a trip for two (2), the winner and a guest of
his/her choosing, to Costa Rica to visit the coffee farm (“Grand Prize”). Grand Prize includes
roundtrip coach class airfare for up to two (2) people between the major commercial airport closest
to winner’s residence (as determined by Sponsor in its sole discretion) and San Jose, Costa Rica;
seven (7) days and six (6) nights hotel accommodations at a hotel selected by Sponsor in its sole
discretion (single room, double occupancy); a tour of the Hacienda Alsacia coffee farm; and a
cheque for four hundred and sixty Canadian dollars ($460 CAD); The ARV of the Grand Prize is
six thousand Canadian dollars ($6,000 CAD). The actual value of the Grand Prize may vary
based on airfare fluctuations, if a guest accompanies the winner, and the distance between
departure and destination. Any difference between the stated ARV and actual value of the Grand
Prize will not be awarded.
Guest must be at least 18 years of age. All travel arrangements must be reserved and scheduled
at least 30 days prior to departure. Grand Prize travel must be completed by September 30, 2020
or the prize may be forfeited in its entirety, at Sponsor's sole discretion. Guest will be required to
complete and return a Liability Release and, where permissible, a Publicity Release (“Travel
Companion Release”), prior to travel booking. Winner and his/her guest must be legally able and
willing to travel internationally. All hotel accommodation booking arrangements will be
administered by Administrator. Travel is subject to capacity controls, availability, weather,
seasonal influences, and certain other restrictions, all of which are subject to change. No changes
will be made to travel details once any element(s) of the travel arrangements have been booked,
except at Sponsor’s sole discretion. No refund or compensation will be made in the event of the
cancellation or delay of any flight. Travel is subject to the terms and conditions set forth in these
Official Rules and those set forth by Sponsor’s travel prize supplier, as detailed in any contract
issued by such supplier. If the winner elects to travel without guests, no additional compensation
will be awarded.
All costs and expenses not specifically included herein are solely the winner’s responsibility. The
winner and his/her guest are each solely responsible for obtaining any desired or necessary travel
documents (including, without limitation, government-issued photo identification, passports and
visas), all necessary medical approvals (including, without limitation, inoculations) and any
permits/authorizations required for, and for complying with all laws and regulations relating to, the
Grand Prize trip. The winner and his/her guest hereby acknowledges that Sponsor has not and
will not obtain or provide travel insurance or any other form of insurance for any part of the Grand
Prize. The winner and his/her guest are responsible for any travel to and from the winner’s
residence and the major commercial airport closest to the winner’s residence, ground
transportation, all in-room charges (e.g., mini-bar, movies), telephone calls, meals, beverages,
gratuities, upgrades, personal incidentals, amenities and any other fees and expenses not
specifically mentioned in these Official Rules. The winner will be required to provide a major credit
card upon hotel check-in and all in-room charges will be charged to the credit card.
B. Total ARV: The total ARV of the Grand Prize in this Promotion is $6,000 CAD.
C. Odds of Winning/Limit: The odds of winning the prize depend on the number of eligible entries
received during the Promotion Period.
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D. General Prize Conditions: In no event will more than one (1) prize be awarded. If, for any reason,
more prize notifications are sent (or more claims are received), Sponsor reserves the right to
award the one (1) prize through a random drawing from all eligible entries received. The right to
receive the prize is non-assignable, non-transferable and no prize substitution, exchange or cash
equivalent will be allowed, except by Sponsor who reserves the right to substitute a prize of equal
or greater value in case of unavailability of prize or force majeure. No substitutions, cash
equivalents or transfers of a prize permitted by a winner. Neither Sponsor, Administrator or any
Promotion Entities shall be responsible for any inability of a winner to accept or use any portion
of the prize for any reason. Federal, territorial, provincial, and local taxes are solely the
responsibility of the winner. All other costs and expenses not expressly set forth herein shall be
solely the winner’s responsibility. The Promotion Entities shall not be held responsible for any
delays in awarding the prize for any reason.
6. HOW TO CLAIM THE PRIZE: The potential winner will be notified via e-mail by Administrator or its
authorized designee at the e-mail address provided at the time of entry. Before being declared the
winner, the potential winner will be required to correctly answer a timed mathematical skill-testing
questions without assistance, which will be provided with the email notification, or the prize will be
forfeited. The potential winner will also be required to execute and return to Administrator, a
Declaration and Release Form (“Verification Documents”) no later than five (5) calendar days after
receipt of the Verification Documents or the prize may (in Sponsor's sole discretion) be forfeited. The
Verification Documents will be e-mailed to the potential winner at the e-mail address provided to
Sponsor during initial notification or on the mailed entry. Upon verification of eligibility, Administrator
will contact the winner to arrange travel booking. If the potential winner is disqualified, found to be
ineligible or not in compliance with these Official Rules, declines to accept the prize, or in the event
that the potential winner fails to return the executed Verification Documents, or fails to correctly
complete the skill-testing question, within the stated deadline, the prize may be forfeited, and in the
Sponsor’s sole discretion, the forfeited prize may be awarded to an alternate winner, selected in a
random drawing from among all remaining eligible entries, as determined by Sponsor in its sole
discretion. If, after a good-faith attempt, Sponsor is unable to award or deliver the prize, the prize may
not be re-awarded.
ALL APPLICABLE, FEDERAL, PROVINCIAL, TERRITORIAL, AND LOCAL TAXES, IF ANY,
IMPOSED ON THE ACCEPTANCE OF THE PRIZE ARE SOLELY THE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE
WINNER.
Sponsor will attempt to notify the potential winner as set forth above, but Sponsor is not responsible
for any undelivered emails, including without limitation e-mails that are not received because of a
winner’s privacy or spam filter settings which may divert any Promotion e-mail, including any winner
notification e-mail, to a spam or junk folder.
7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: By participating in this Promotion, entrants agree that the Promotion
Entities and each of their respective affiliates, subsidiaries, representatives, consultants, contractors,
legal counsel, advertising, public relations, promotional, fulfillment and marketing agencies, website
providers and each their respective officers, directors, stockholders, employees, representatives,
designees and agents (“Released Parties”) are not responsible for: (i) lost, late, incomplete, stolen,
misdirected, postage due or undeliverable e-mail/text notifications or postal mail; (ii) any computer,
telephone, satellite, cable, network, electronic or Internet hardware or software malfunctions, failures,
connections, or availability; (iii) garbled, corrupt or jumbled transmissions, service provider/network
accessibility, availability or traffic congestion; (iv) any technical, mechanical, printing or typographical
or other error; (v) the incorrect or inaccurate capture of registration information or the failure to
capture, or loss of, any such information; (vi) any error, omission, interruption, deletion, defect, delay
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in operation or transmission, communications line failure, technical error, theft or destruction or
unauthorized access to the Promotion; (vii) any injury or damage, whether personal or property, to
entrants or to any person's computer related to or resulting from participating in the Promotion and/or
accepting a prize; and (viii) entries that are late, forged, lost, misplaced, misdirected, tampered with,
incomplete, deleted, damaged, garbled or otherwise not in compliance with the Official Rules. Further,
the Promotion Entities are not responsible for any unanswered or undeliverable winner notifications.
The Released Parties make no express or implied warranties or conditions of any kind with respect
to the safety, appearance or performance of the Grand Prize. The winner and his/her guest assume
full responsibility for any and all damages, losses or injuries of any kind that may arise while
participating in and making use of the Grand Prize, including, without limitation, all related travel.
Neither the Sponsor nor any of the other Released Parties is a travel agency or a transportation
company, and they cannot guarantee the winner and his/her guest against any damage, loss, harm
or inconvenience which might be suffered by them in the context of the Grand Prize trip.
By entering the Promotion, each entrant agrees: (i) to be bound by these Official Rules, including
entry requirements, subject to the jurisdiction of the Régie des alcools, des courses et des jeux, where
applicable; (ii) to waive any rights to claim ambiguity with respect to these Official Rules; (iii) to waive
all of his/her rights to bring any claim, action or proceeding against any of the Released Parties in
connection with the Promotion; and (iii) to forever and irrevocably agree to release and hold harmless
each of the Released Parties from any and all claims, lawsuits, judgments, causes of action,
proceedings, demands, fines, penalties, liability, costs and expenses (including, without limitation,
reasonable attorneys’ fees) that may arise in connection with: (a) the Promotion, including, but not
limited to, any Promotion-related activity or element thereof, and the entrant’s entries, participation or
inability to participate in the Promotion; (b) the violation of any third-party privacy, personal, publicity
or proprietary rights; (c) acceptance, attendance at, receipt, travel related to, participation in, delivery
of, possession, defects in, use, non-use, misuse, inability to use, loss, damage, destruction,
negligence or willful misconduct in connection with the use of a prize (or any component thereof); (d)
any change in the prizing (or any components thereof); (e) human error; (f) lost, late, stolen,
misdirected, damaged or destroyed prizing (or any element thereof); or (g) the negligence or willful
misconduct by entrant.
If, for any reason, the Promotion is not capable of running as planned, Sponsor reserves the right, at
its sole and absolute discretion, subject only to the jurisdiction of the Régie des alcools, des courses
et des jeux, where applicable, to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the Promotion and/or proceed
with the Promotion, including the selection of a winner in a manner it deems fair and reasonable,
including the selection of a winner from among eligible entries received prior to such cancellation,
termination, modification or suspension. In no event will more than the stated number of prizes be
awarded. In the event that, due to technical, typographical, mechanical or other errors, there are more
winners than are stated in these Official Rules, a random drawing among the claimants will be held
to determine the winner. If for any reason, including but not limited to an administrative, printing,
production, computer or other error or due to technical difficulties or incorrect announcements of any
kind, more winning messages are distributed, or more prizes are claimed than the stated number of
prizes to be awarded according to these Official Rules, the intended prizes will be awarded in a
random drawing from among all verified prize claims received.
The Released Parties shall not be liable to the Grand Prize winner or any other person for failure to
supply the Grand Prize or an part thereof by reason of any acts of God, any actions, regulations,
orders, or requests by any governmental entity, equipment failure, terrorist acts, war, fire, unusually
severe weather, embargo, labour dispute or strike, labour or material shortage, transportation
interruption of any kind, or any other cause beyond the reasonable control of the Released Parties.
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WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, EVERYTHING REGARDING THIS PROMOTION,
INCLUDING THE PRIZES, IS PROVIDED “AS IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.
8. Except where prohibited by law, by completing the act of entering the Promotion, each entrant agrees
that the Promotion and all issues and questions concerning the construction, validity, interpretation
and enforceability of these Rules, shall be governed by the laws in force in the Province of Ontario
and the federal laws of Canada applicable therein (excluding any conflict of laws, rule or principle
that might refer such interpretation to the laws of another jurisdiction). Each entrant irrevocably
submits to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Ontario with respect to any matter related
to this Promotion
9. FOR QUEBEC RESIDENTS ONLY: ANY DISPUTE RESPECTING THE CONDUCT OR
ORGANIZATION OF A PUBLICITY PROMOTION MAY BE SUBMITTED TO THE RÉGIE DES
ALCOOLS, DES COURSES ET DES JEUX DU QUEBEC FOR A RULING. ANY LITIGATION
RESPECTING THE AWARDING OF A PRIZE MAY BE SUBMITTED TO THE BOARD ONLY
FOR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF HELPING THE PARTIES REACH A SETTLEMENT.
10. PRIVACY: The Sponsor respects your right to privacy and works at all times to comply with all
applicable data protection and privacy laws. Except as set out in these Official Rules, in the
Sponsor's Privacy Policy available at https://www.madewithnestle.ca/privacy-policy, or as otherwise
agreed to by you, any personal information provided in connection with this Promotion will only be
collected, used and disclosed by the Sponsor and its third party partners and service providers for
the purposes of administering and conducting this Promotion, including, without limitation,
verification of eligibility and identity and awarding and delivering the Grand Prize. Please note that
personal information provided as part of this Promotion may be collected in, transferred to and
processed and stored in jurisdictions outside of Canada. Such information will be subject to the
general laws applicable within those jurisdictions, including, without limitation, possible access by
regulatory authorities. The Sponsor will not sell, share or otherwise disclose personal information
provided in connection with this Promotion to or with third parties or agents, other than to third parties
or agents engaged by the Sponsor to fulfill the above purposes or as permitted or required by the
applicable laws.
11. PUBLICITY RIGHTS: By participating in the Promotion and/or accepting the prize, each entrant
consents and agrees to allow the Sponsor and/or the Sponsor's designee the perpetual right to use
his/her name, address (city and province/territory), biographical information, photos, picture, portrait,
likeness, voice, and/or statements regarding the Promotion and/or Sponsor for promotion, trade,
commercial, advertising and publicity purposes, at any time or times, in all media now known or
hereafter discovered, including, but not limited to, live television, worldwide, on the World Wide Web
and Internet, without notice, review or approval and without additional compensation, except where
prohibited by law.
12. GENERAL: Any attempted form of participation in this Promotion other than as described herein is
void. Sponsor and Administrator reserve the right to disqualify any entrant found or suspected, in their
sole and absolute discretion, to be tampering with the operation of the Promotion; to be acting in
violation of these Official Rules; or to be acting in an unsportsmanlike manner or with the intent to
disrupt the normal operation of this Promotion. Any attempted form of participation in this Promotion
other than as in these Official Rules is void. If it is discovered that a person has registered or
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attempted to register more than once using multiple phone numbers, e-mail addresses, residential
addresses, multiple identities, IP addresses, use of proxy servers, or like methods, all of that person’s
entries will be declared null and void and that person will not be awarded any prize that he/she might
have been entitled to receive. Any use of robotic, automatic, macro, programmed, third party or like
methods to participate in the Promotion will void any attempted participation effected by such methods
and the disqualification of the individual utilizing the same. Entrants and/or potential winners may be
required to provide proof of identification and eligibility as required by Sponsor or Administrator In the
event of a dispute as to the identity of a winner, the winning entry will be declared made by the
authorized account holder of the e-mail address submitted on the registration form associated with
such entry. "Authorized account holder" is defined as the natural person who is assigned to an e-mail
address by an Internet access provider, online service provider or other organization (e.g., business,
educational institution) that is responsible for assigning email addresses for the domain associated
with the submitted email address. Each entrant may be required to show proof of being an authorized
account holder. CAUTION: ANY ATTEMPT TO DELIBERATELY DAMAGE ANY WEBSITE OR
UNDERMINE THE LEGITIMATE OPERATION OF THE PROMOTION IS A VIOLATION OF
CRIMINAL AND CIVIL LAWS. SHOULD SUCH AN ATTEMPT BE MADE, THE SPONSOR
RESERVES THE RIGHT TO SEEK DAMAGES OR OTHER REMEDIES FROM ANY SUCH
PERSON(S) RESPONSIBLE FOR THE ATTEMPT TO THE FULLEST EXTENT PERMITTED BY
LAW. If any provision of these Official Rules or any word, phrase, clause, sentence, or other portion
thereof should be held unenforceable or invalid for any reason, then that provision or portion thereof
shall be modified or deleted in such manner as to render the remaining provisions of these Official
Rules valid and enforceable. The invalidity or unenforceability of any provision of these Official Rules
or the prize documents will not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provision. No entrant
shall have the right to modify or amend these Official Rules. Sponsor’s failure to enforce any term of
these Official Rules shall not constitute a waiver of that provision and such provision shall remain in
full force and effect. All entries and/or materials submitted become the property of Sponsor and will
not be returned. In the event of any conflict with any Promotion details contained in these Official
Rules and Promotion details contained in the French version of these Official Rules, on the Website
and/or any promotional materials (including but not limited to point of sale, television and print
advertising, promotional packaging and other promotional media), the details of the Promotion as set
forth in these English Official Rules shall prevail.
13. WINNERS LIST: For a copy of the winners list, interested individuals should mail a self-addressed
stamped business envelope to: Winners List – Nestlé Canada Inc STARBUCKS® at home National
Coffee Day 2 Promotion, PO Box 24070, Windsor, ON N8Y4Y9. Winner List requests must be
received no later than December 6, 2019.
Customer Service inquiries may be made at Contact Us.
Starbucks® and the Starbucks logo are registered trademarks of Starbucks Corporation used under license by Nestlé.
All rights reserved.

Appendix

UPC

DESCRIPTION

SIZE

FORMAT

762111898173

STARBUCKS® PIKE PLACE

340G

GROUND

7

762111904683

STARBUCKS® PIKE PLACE

10ct

K CUP

762111898043

STARBUCKS® FRENCH ROAST

340G

GROUND

762111904737

STARBUCKS® TRUE NORTH

10ct

K CUP

762111898203

STARBUCKS® TRUE NORTH

340G

GROUND

762111766182

STARBUCKS® VIA COLOMBIA

8ct

VIA

762111766175

STARBUCKS® VIA ITALIAN ROAST

8ct

VIA

762111904751

STARBUCKS® FRENCH ROAST

10ct

K CUP

762111898500

STARBUCKS® CAFFE VERONA

340G

GROUND

762111936271

STARBUCKS® CAFFE VERONA

10ct

K CUP

762111904744

STARBUCKS® HOUSE BLEND

10ct

K CUP

762111904690

STARBUCKS® SUMATRA

10ct

K CUP

762111898531

STARBUCKS® HOUSE BLEND

340G

GROUND

762111008343

STARBUCKS® BREAKFAST BLEND

340G

GROUND

762111095503

STARBUCKS® VIA PIKE PLACE

8ct

VIA

762111899040

STARBUCKS® VIA TRUE NORTH BLEND

8ct

VIA

762111936172

STARBUCKS® DECAF HOUSE BLEND

10ct

K CUP

762111282019

STARBUCKS® PIKE PLACE

24ct

K CUP

762111959133

STARBUCKS® DECAF HOUSE BLEND

340G

GROUND

762111008220

STARBUCKS® SUMATRA

340G

GROUND

762111282026

STARBUCKS® FRENCH ROAST

24ct

K CUP

762111208378

STARBUCKS® ESPRESSO

340G

GROUND

762111282033

STARBUCKS® CAFFE VERONA

24ct

K CUP

762111960023

STARBUCKS® CARAMEL

10ct

K CUP

762111890641

STARBUCKS® VIA HOUSE BLEND

8ct

VIA

762111008336

STARBUCKS® COLOMBIA

340G

GROUND

762111980205

STARBUCKS® VIA VANILLA LATTE

5ct

VIA

762111282057

STARBUCKS® SUMATRA

24ct

K CUP

762111300096

STARBUCKS® ITALIAN

340G

GROUND

762111299895

STARBUCKS® ITALIAN

10ct

K CUP

762111300119
762111300102

STARBUKCS YUKON
STARBUCKS® ORGANIC FRENCH ROAST

283G
283G

GROUND
GROUND

762111204684

STARBUCKS® TRUE NORTH

24ct

K CUP

762111985330

STARBUCKS® CARAMEL

311G

GROUND

8

762111949677

STARBUCKS® VERONA WHL BN

340G

WHOLE BEAN

762111949684

STARBUCKS® BREAKFAST BLEND WHL BN

340G

WHOLE BEAN

762111007230

STARBUCKS® BREAKFAST BLEND

10ct

K CUP

762111929877

STARBUCKS® VIA FRENCH ROAST

8ct

VIA

762111949707

STARBUCKS® HOUSE BLEND WHL BN

340G

WHOLE BEAN

762111949721

STARBUCKS® FRENCH ROAST WHL BN

340G

WHOLE BEAN

762111949691

STARBUCKS® SUMATRA WHL BN

340G

WHOLE BEAN

762111007223

STARBUCKS® VIA CARAMEL LATTE

5ct

VIA

762111980229

STARBUCKS® VIA MOCHA LATTE

5ct

VIA

762111080431

STARBUCKS® Hot Cocoa K-Cup 10ct

10ct

K CUP

762111007209

STARBUCKS® VIA Instant Pumpkin Spice Latte

5ct

VIA

762111315489

STARBUCKS® Costa Rica Blend

255G

WHOLE BEAN

762111315496

STARBUCKS® Kenya Blend

255G

WHOLE BEAN

762111331199

STARBUCKS® True North Blend®

793G

GROUND

762111331205

STARBUCKS® Pike Place® Roast

793G

GROUND

762111331212

STARBUCKS® Caffè Verona®
STARBUCKS® Pumpkin Spice Black K-cup®
Packs
STARBUCKS® Cinnamon Dolce K-cup® 10ct
STARBUCKS® Hazelnut K-cup® 10ct

793G

GROUND

10ct
10ct
10ct

K CUP
K CUP
K CUP

762111311122
762111311139
762111311146
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